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This qualitative survey-based study inquires into how teachers are making sense of the COVID-19 restrictions on teaching and learning practices.

Survey link -
https://tinyurl.com/TeachinginCOVID
As at 27th June 257 Teachers from Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, USA & Pacific Islands have responded to the survey
Survey Question 7 How has COVID-19 impacted your teaching & learning?

Concerns of:
- pragmatics
- technology
- mental health
- relationships
- access to resources
- innovation
- workload
- benefits

The research team is archiving teaching & learning resources related to COVID-19 and the project’s data in this data archive

Please send Teaching & learning resources related to COVID-19 to
Louise.phillips@jcu.edu.au

The survey will remain open until 14 July – spread the word
https://tinyurl.com/TeachinginCOVID